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ABSTRACT
This report describes the chosen workshop to disseminate the technology developed in the SITOGA
project to industry players. Our contribution will focus on the integration process of the BaTiO3 with
the silicon photonic technology fabricated in the foundry BiCMOS process of IHP.
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1. Introduction
The deliverable reported here summarizes the work performed within the task 7.3. Dissemination to
the industry is indeed an important task and must be completed with the appropriate timing and
format, depending on the progress accomplished during the project.
As a first step for the dissemination towards the industry, we decided to present the project and its
outcome during the post-ECOC workshop organized this fall. The following section provide a short
description of the workshop and of its agenda.

2. Workshop description

The European Conference on Optical Communication (ECOC) is the largest conference on optical
communication in Europe and one of the largest and most prestigious events in this field worldwide.
In September 2016 the 42nd edition of ECOC will take place in Düsseldorf, Germany. The post-ECOCWorkshop has been established several years ago, and is organized by a Japanese technology
development program together with institutions from the host-country of ECOC. The workshop is
typically held in close conjunction with ECOC, and is setup at a location which is in easy reach for ECOC
participants. Examples of post-ECOC-Workshop venues are University Southampton 2013, Barcelona
2015. The 2016 edition of the post-ECOC workshop will take place in Karlsruhe. The purpose of the
workshop is to stimulate interaction between industry and research in areas that typically show little
overlap but where a more in-depth discussion of the needs of industry might foster new technological
developments that would be beneficial for established or anticipated exploitation routes. ECOC has
been chosen by Japanese scientist due to the scientific reputation of the conference.
In order to illustrate the relevance of the workshop, the table below summarizes the tentative agenda
for 2016, with the SITOGA contribution in bold. The actual program hold in 2015 is also copied in the
following page. It shows the strong representation of industries, and confirms the relevance for the
dissemination action of SITOGA.
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Topic
Access
Core-Metro
Optical Interconnects for the future datacenter
Low energy NW architecture
BTO integration on SiGe platform
Multi-chip assembly for Si photonic platform
III-V integration on Si photonic platform
Si Photonic ASIC
DSP
Nonlinear compensation
SDM
Future Transmission technology, From Devices to Systems
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